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ABSTRACT

The advent of the World Wide Web has increased the

importance of Information Retrieval. Retrieval

strategies assign a measure of similarity between a

query and a document. We usually have a notion that

the more often terms are found in both the document

and query, the more “relevant” the document is

deemed to be the query.[1]

But how to retrieve relevant information from

extremely large document collections is not easy. This

paper describes a new approach for adaptive

information retrieval based on fuzzy set. The system

applied this approach can retrieve some relevant

documents from the document collection according to

the topic that a user query.
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1. INTRODUCTIONDU

We are confronted how to more understand the user’s

demands. But there are many troubles in fact owing to

the ambiguities inherent in languages. Sometimes, we

meet such an outcome that some documents we do not

want are given and those useful ones are not gained.

For information retrieval, fuzzy sets are useful

because they can describe what a document is “about”.

And this method can deal with the fuzzy

requests.[2][3]

In this article, a method using Fussy Set to infer

documents is provided. All documents are mapped to

many fuzzy sets when constructing sets. Queries can

are mapped into fuzzy set intersection, union and

complement operations. The similarity coefficient can

be continually trained. For to get more accuracy than

common retrieval on Fuzzy Set,[3][4] we not only

take into the weights of terms account, but also make

the fuzzy sets have adaptability.

This paper is organized as follows: First, how to

retrieve information based on fuzzy sets is explained

in section 2, where we give the crucial issue of this

system. Then, in section 3, the approach to train the

model is related. Section 4 describes the experiments

and the some experimental results. Finally, we present

some discussion in section 5.

2. FUZZY SETES RETRIVAL



The most common method is searching documents

based on key terms according to users’ query and

employs the statistical model for topic occurrence

frequencies in documents.[5] But there is a key

problem that simply matching on query terms can not

consider sufficient relevant information to satisfy

users’ requests. So we first added or refine the initial

query.

All documents are mapped to many fuzzy sets when

constructing sets. Queries can be mapped into fuzzy

set intersection, union and complement operations.[6]

We consider each document as element in a Fuzzy Set.

Instead of figuring whether or not a document is a

member in a set, a membership function of every

document is applied to identify the degree of

membership in this set.

2.1 Constructing Fuzzy Sets[7]

The Retrieval System Based on Fuzzy Set intends to

construct a fuzzy sets for every meaningful term.

For example,  there are n terms in total, a1,

a2 …ai…an  and  m documents, which is d1,

d2 ,…di…dm .  If F(ai) represents a fuzzy set of term

ai , We have,

 F(ai)={(d1,fi(d1)),(d2,fi(d2)),...(di-1,fi(di-1)),

(di+1,fi(di+1)),……(dn, fi(dm))}

    Where fi∈ [0, 1], it is a membership function that

indicates the degree of membership of document di in

the fuzzy set for ai.

Basic operations on fuzzy sets are intersection, union

and complement. Generally, the intersection uses the

minimum of the two membership functions for the

same element, and the union uses the maximum of the

two membership functions for the same element.

For a document dm , if we use fi ∩ j(dm ) to present the

membership functions of document dm for comprising

both term i and term j ,  fi ∪ j(dm ) to that for term i

or term j , and  fi* (dm ) to that for without term i ,

there will be:

  

   fi ∩ j(dm ) = Min (fi (dm ),  fj (dm ))

   fi ∪ j(dm ) = Max (fi (dm ),  fj (dm ))

   fi* (dm ) = 1-- fi (dm )

A user puts up a sentence for query, which is assumed

to be expressed to q1q2q3……qs-1qs . After segmented,

the query can be written as

(Q(q1,w1),Q(q2,w2), …Q(qi ,wi), …Q(qs…ws)).

Where wi is the weight of term qs, and it is

counted by statistical model.[8]

We will apply union operation when meeting “or”or

other meaning in query. In union, given a query

(Q(qs ,ws), Q(qt ,wt)), multiplying the query term

weight by the existing membership strength for each

element in the set, we will have:

  

   (qsU qt)=(F* (qs) U  (F* (qt) )

F* (qs) and F* (qt) each represent to multiply the query

term weight qs or qt by the existing membership

function for each element in F (qs) and F (qt).

Unfortunately, even a very low membership function

will become greatly large after multiplying the weight.

A remedy for this is to define a threshold and the

membership function becomes zero if it falls below

the threshold.

When qs and qt are parallel, if they do not comprise

each other ( otherwise, we will orthogonalize them

first ) we apply intersection operation. In intersection,

we similarly also have:

     

    (qsI qt)=(F* (qs) I  F* (qt) )

To avoid that terms with a very low weight are

ultimately the only factor for the outcome, F* (qs) and

F* (qt) are the membership functions in F (qs) and F (qt)



divided by qs or qt.

When meeting some words ornamented by privative

we will apply complement operation.

2.2 Terms’ relativities

  

Almost every term has some associated terms or

thesaurus. Especially the meaning of a term often

includes that of another terms. It is better to search

some relative terms with the query terms than to

simply match the same terms in the documents.

We can beforehand classify all the terms. A term in

the same category has correspondingly many different

relativity coefficients with every other relevant term.

For a term ai , if a1, a2 ,…ai…am  are all in the same

category. If ri,j represents the coefficient of ai  for aj,

then,

     0<ri ,j ≤ 1,

Especially, ri ,j will be 1 if the meaning of ai absolutely

comprises that of aj.

Let us suppose, that a query is :

    (Q(as ; Ws), Q(at ; Wt)).

When we take comparability into account, the

information of the query will become more abundant,

which will be:

    

  (Q((as ; ws)U (as1 ; ws*rs,s1)U (as2 ;

ws*rs,s2))U …U (asi ; ws*rs,si))),  Q((at ; wt)U (at1 ;

wt*rt,t1)) U  (at2  ; wt*rt,t2)) U …U (atj  ; wt*rt,tj )))).

But if as has many associated terms, and on the

contrary, at has a few associated terms. The document

given by the vector space model could match as with a

high frequency of relevant terms and match at with a

low frequency of relevant terms.  To avoid it, the

ln(1+Q(as ; ws)) instead of Q(as ; ws) is used to reduce

the effect of the skewing produced by as.

3.  TRAINING MODEL

To improve the performance, the system is designed

to have adaptability[8][9]. Setting up a network of

three types of nodes, which are Query, Term and

Document, is used to train this system.

       

A link between Query and Term indicates that the

terms in the query can be added or removed.

For example:

                  

  

If we consider some relevance among q1,q2 and q3 ,the

query were purified, and finally the initial query

become (q11,q13,q31). Containing and resembling

among the terms should be dealt with differently.

The links between the terms and documents can be

automatically modified so that later query can take

advantage of relevant information.

        Feedback          Feedback

The relevant documents are identified manually or the

top n documents will be regarded as new document

collection for training. Furthermore, the more top the

document locates, the more weight it contributes.

Besides wi ,  fi (dj)  can also be trained by relevance

feedback,  rij will be modified by fuzzy inference

according to users’ requests.

4. EXPERIMENTS

  (q1,q2,q3)

  q1    q3

 q11  q12  q13  q31

(q11 ,q13,q31)

Query Term Document



  T 30 40 80 100 150 200 300

  R  3  2  4  5  8  2  10

  TR  3  4  3  8  8  3  9

  RR  3  2  3  5  8  1  7

 Recall  1  1  0.75  1  1  0.5  0.7

 Precision  1  0.5  1  0.625  1  0.33  0.78

T----- the number of the total document

R-----the number of the relevant document

RR-----the number of the relevant retrieval

TR-----the number of the total retrieval

Recall = Relevant Retrieved / Retrieved (RR/TR)

Precision = Relevant Retrieved / Relevant (RR/R)

According to the primary experiment applied the this

approach, it take much time to train the set rij, wij and

fi(dj) at beginning, due to the result largely depending

on these data. To acquire more accuracy, we had better

classify all the terms into some groups by manual.

On the condition that the term database has 10000

terms, the experiments are made on 30, 40, 80, 100,

150, 200 and 300 documents. The results are above:

We can easily see, that the threshold compared with

the similarity coefficient between a document and the

query affects the amount of retrieval. The error is

mainly produced owing to the threshold. Thus, the

threshold should have mobility and change according

as the length of a document and the content of the

query.

5.  CONCLUSION

This paper has described a very detailed approach to

retrieve information.. Using Fuzzy Sets, we can

extend and refine the initial query. Although it can not

fully understand what the user “want”, but it is still a

very efficient method to find what the document is

“about”. The further research will concentrate on how

to confirm the more accurate dynamic threshold. For

example, it is larger for the very long documents than

for the short documents.
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